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Sunday August 8th @ 2:30pm 
Redo: Sunday August 15th @ 2:00pm 

Caste: The Origins of Our Discontent by Isabel Wilkerson 
August 2020 

Julie 
• There is so much here to think about and discuss that a few brief notes will not do it 

justice. 
• I did just watch the Oprah book club episode speaking with Isobel Wilkerson on 

Apple tv plus and I would highly recommend it.  
• My first thought was I had no idea! To have the origins of thought and action so 

expertly laid out and expressed was truly masterful yet absolutely horrifying.   
• She has found a way to examine the system of racism we have all lived in by 

focusing on the structure, the foundation which allows it to thrive, grow and adapt.  
•  This read makes me really consider recent events with a new eye….I am actually 

more terrified of the current state of affairs than I was before. What does evil look 
like….ordinary people. It scares me, as I feel like the US is growing backwards 
instead of forwards….in the book she asks the question of where is the US right now 
mentally….back in the 60’s or back to the Jim Crow south….how can we be in this 
position.  

• I had taken a picture of Page 386 second paragraph  and the concept of Radical 
Empathy…it was then discussed on the podcast. I feel that it is our responsibility to 
do the work. 

• “Human beings across time and continents are more alike than they are different. 
The central question about human behavior is not why do those people do this or 
act in that way, now or in ages past, but what is it that human beings do when 
faced with a given circumstance… We are not personally responsible for what 
people who look like us did centuries ago. But we are responsible for what good or 
ill we do to people alive with us today” 

•
• really interesting read 
• bit too long through the middle - the pillars - maybe I not grasp the difference 

enough 
• living in US - lived through election - very  much a reaction to Trump election/

presidency 
• pre-2016 - couldn’t conceive that Trump get elected - good job shedding light in 

people who made the difference - rural America… 
• have driven across USA many times - can understand how middle class people can 

vote for Trump - much of ‘middle’ - geographically - America is just hopeless, so 
lacking in prospects - cling on to anything that gives them hope 

• undercurrent of racism - the only thing they had to hang onto was their whiteness 
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• not agree analogy - Hitler/holocaust - shock value - what happened to the Jews, 
gays, etc…  it was extermination - what happened to slaves was horrific - but it 
wasn’t a short term systematic extermination 

• hope we’re not that…. not sure 
• very scary 
• last 100 pages came together - too much hammer hammer hammer in the middle 

Wendy 
• found the style journalistic 
• illustrations useful but sometimes too  much - n to necessary to have so many 
• some very grim - i.e. lynchings - had to force self to read 
• argument could have been stronger in places - impossibility to blacks to catch up 

financially 
• persistence of racism good, worthwhile discussion - I have clearer understanding of 

the divisions - so starkly based on class 
• political analysis interesting 
• she not explore unconscious bias enough - needed more development 

Catherine 
• triggering so many things 
• book about power - goes so far beyond those three examples - the power cascades 

down - holding onto their power 
• it’s always been this way - our power defines us and diminishes us 
• lack of respect for anyone who is different and not hold the same power - societal 

issue 
• reading An Inconvenient Indian by Thomas King at same time… see parallels 
• made me sad for human nature - is it human nature??  not think so… What 

Happened to You… Oprah and neuroscientist…  primal brain… imprinted moments 
will always be there - but you have to be aware - radical empathy - more you create 
positive emotional charge, and negative will be minimised 

• have to look at all the intersectionalities - we are all connected - everybody has 
merit 

• Wilkerson not talk about Jim Crow laws - only inmates work for free - that’s why 
they started incarcerating a different work force (13th Amendment) 

Michelle 
• class - it is possible to achieve the ‘American Dream’… very different than in the UK 
• totally agree insight re why vote Trump the second time - ah, that’s why - they 

voted for their whiteness 
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• football analogy - life long relationship 
• but who governs us is supposed to govern all of us - not punish the other side 
• challenging to read - what do black people think about the book - they think it over 

the top? 
• gut-wrenching -  
• very educational read - kept telling Johan he has to read this 
• neighbourhoods - not have a lot of non-white friends or neighbours 

Enid 
• Oprah interview - Isabel talk about how she never uses the word ‘racism’ - it has so 

many meanings to so many different people…  SocSci has singular definition:  
prejudice plus the power to enforce that prejudice 

• having the moral obligation to act 
• her metaphors/analogies to old houses, or getting genetically tested and finding you 

have the BRCA gene, or that it like alcoholism… puts things into a very simple, easy 
to understand perspective…  how we understand these events, and how we act upon 
that knowledge… why any different to understanding this situation? (I’m being very 
conscious not to use the word ‘racism’ in expressing myself here….) 

• Name - Diagnose - Address 
• Scary - Hitler looking at Jim Crow south for ‘inspiration’ 

Cathy 
• Disturbing and unsettling book, no question.  I felt I was back in my university 

Sociology classes.  
• It was a cross between an academic paper and a personal memoir.  Not sure the 

format worked for me. 
• Also I had trouble accepting the premise that the US operates as a Caste system.  I 

think there needs to be another term to describe their discrimination practices.  I 
agree that the US is/was following white supremacy ideologies and was interested that 
she never used Trump’s name in the book.  Accordingly, she then could not use Hillary 
Clinton’s name either. 

• The insight into the Indian caste system was fascinating.  I did not know you had to be 
prostrate in front of higher castes so as not to cast a shadow on them. 

• I enjoyed her personal anecdotes of discrimination (i.e.. The interview with the Million 
Mile retailer who could not believe that the Chicago editor of the  New York Times 
could be a black woman).  But in other instances she seemed to give way too many 
examples of discrimination to make her point.  I got it after two or three.  I guess she 
wanted to give examples for each century. 
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Peter 
• makes a very compelling case 
• b4 Trump election - asking Gwen Ifill (sp?) - human interest stories 
• she did a little interest story - interesting way of making a fundamental argument 
• overall picture - felt a little like reading White Fragility - not just drive nail in - 

sledgehammers it through - a bit of overkill 
• one thing not agree - brushes off class system goo light - UK… frozen in class - not 

so much US but… 
• India - caste system - names did that as well - told your class 
• Pygmalion - Shaw’s analysis - Eliza, after with Pickering and Higgins - she dis-

classed - not fit but can’t go back…  
• same true of movie - Michael Caine - Educating Rita… same thing happens 
• class sometimes as rigid as caste 
• other issue missed - glossed over lightly - Thomas Picate (sp?) - wealth inequality 

analysis (economist) - back as far as French Revolution 
• much 18th and 19th C wealth in USE was generated by slave labour - got nothing in 

return for it 
• the end of slavery - total failure of blacks - subordinate caste - to be integrated is 

economic 
• i.e. take oil away from Jason Kenney - distraught about loss of their economic 

advantage  
• (lets talk voting rights…) 
• the best - Obama’s presidency and the backlash and the election of Trump 
• worthwhile read 

Evie 
• book gave me different perspective on the black condition in the US 
• knew systemic racism - but not think of as caste system 
• it is - they not object to blacks as long as they know their place - that they not the 

same 
• caste a new framework for looking at it 
• compared to Holocaust and India (dalit).. but still clear that it about blacks in the 

US - touched on only as it served her to tell her story - not completely develop these 
issues 

• personally, mixed feelings about her use of the holocaust - if not know, or denier, it 
being brought out by black journalist - it a reality 
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• she used that example but it not the same - in the USA they find the slaves useful, 
not want to get rid of them… Nazi’s goal was to in fact get rid of the Jews - ship out 
or exterminate - really quite different role 

• listened as audiobook - it was hard to listen to at time - skipped forward over these 
parts 

• overall, good job - accomplished her purpose 

MaryAnn 
• Regrets 

Donna 
• I couldn’t finish it as too clinical for me.    
• Regarding the message it makes complete sense to me that the u.s. does indeed 

have a caste system like other countries i.e. india.    
• I am glad to have read what i did read but feel horrible for the 100's of years of 

abuse physically mentally and emotionally.   
• Does Canada have caste system for natives? 

Cia 
• remove the statues - protests 
• hard time getting into this 
• interesting - 3/4 way through see the Green Book - understand it.. it came together 
• hard to understand - so ingrained 
• her own experience - not even safe when dining with a white friend - the 

unconscious bias 

General Opinion(s) 

• Holocaust - not using to compare genocide - illustrating how hate can be fomented 
• white people - poor whites - not vote their interest - but their interest is in 

protecting their white status 
• a la Arlene Hochschild - Strangers in Their Own Land…. 
•
• Europe - we memorialize in a different way 
• they remember the people - not the actors 
• pave over Hitler… remember the people who died 
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• the unconscious bias - scary to realize that we do all have it - we can’t escape our 
own socialisation 

• Deep Diversity - explores this very well 
• illustrations no beat you over the head 
• new edition out - much difference??? 

• Swede Hollow - Minneapolis neighbourhood 
• immigrant pecking order 
• Swedish young boy caught up in a lynching and sent to jail for it 

• unconscious bias - the Harvard implicit association test - you can do it - you pick 
the category 

• see the impact of our socialisation 
• race bias - guy take effort to always put a positive narrative in his head whenever he 

saw a black person… this is the radical empathy piece - doing the work, speaking up 
• class system in UK - still going strong… friend in UK not grow up there, can’t find 

job - can’t put her in a box, can’t place her 

• Republicans for life 

• bi-racial perspective… Cia will ask… 

• BLM - worked on project with black entrepreneurs - their experience in Canada 
• love online over phone - no issues or abuse on account of their accent 
• painful to hear… it less overt in Canada but it’s there - people feel it 
• go into elevator 5 big black guys - nervous… same if all white guys?? 

• not understand why vote for Trump when not do anything for middle lower classes 
• whiteness give them sense of privilege 
• blacks - impact of their own unconscious bias - embedded in people 

• political climate in US 
• not quite sure how Obama got elected now 
• everything that has happened since ins backlash to that event/moment 
• Obama massively active on social media - attracted young voters 
• not into shenanigans at electoral college level - but they had mastered it to keep 

Hilary from winning 

• afraid of the census results 
• soon be more non-whites that whites 
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• like white supremacy movement in Europe 

• immigrants - leaving horrible war torn regions/countries 

• Tennessee - $5M fine against school board if teacher found to have a racial 
discussion 

• US going backwards 
• what year do you think we’re at 
• how could we be moving backwards 
• gerrymandering to a whole new level 

• can understand the premise - is it fair for an entire state to go one way when 
geographically the majority of the state went another way 

• friend from Buffalo - bi-racial kids 
• how 70M people vote for Trump a second time 

• The Selling of Donald Trump 
• NYT article 
• 2016 article - see full text at end of these notes in case you don’t have a subscription 

• he found a way to win - tap into extreme racism in the US 
• legitimised it - was a guilty little secret - now empowered 
• his exit polls - not admit they voted for him 

• Swedes living in Thailand - they voted party in 
• would force to give us dual citizenship…  
• never read the fine print 

• might not be a democracy in the US 
• next guy not be as obvious a sociopath as Trump 
• Republicans are not evil incarnate 
• legitimate party that has been maligned and taken to serve the purpose fo these rich 

white men 
• speaks to caste, class, power… 

• if you have a grain of decency you can’t let it continue 
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• #MeToo, BLM, Indigenous 
• hope they stay front and centre 

• it’s hard work 
• have to put money and political support behind businesses - black businesses, 

indigenous businesses 

• Why Trump can’t resist running is 2024 
• https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/10/opinions/trump-second-presidential-run-

marketing-merchandise-dantonio/index.html 

• Al Gore lost by 534 
• Hilary Clinton lost by 77,000 (electoral college votes) 
• Trump lost by 7M+ 

• Last not get re-elected was George HW Bush 
• third Republican term 
• very hard to defeat a sitting president 
• testimony to how God-awful he was 

• Bruce 
• guy in parking lot 
• ‘Fuck Biden and everybody who voted for him’ flag on car 
• not get why asked to remove it 
• non-political 

Other Reads… and watches… 

Oprah’s Book Club 
• You can play the free episode here as long as you have an Apple ID 

• Full eight part series of interviews about the ‘8 Pillars of Caste’  
• Goes above and beyond the Apple TV episode 
• On Apple Podcasts 

• FYI… There is also an episode on American Dirt… 
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The 13th (documentary) 
• Full feature on Netflix (not sure if it’s legal…….) 

If Beale Street Could Talk 

Literary Events 

Undersong by Kathleen Winter 
• Friends of the East Gwillimbury Library 
• Save the Date!  Thursday November 4th 
• Details to follow from Cathy B 

First Nations Community Reads Longlist 

• Nominations have been announced. 
• Winners to be announced during First Nations Public Library Week in October. 

Food 

n/a 

Other ‘Stuff’ 

Next Reads… 

Sunday September 5th: The Almost Wife by Gail Anderson-Dargatz 

• Plan to convene for our usual ‘brunch’ at 11am 
• Host… Michelle (tentative) 
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Sunday October 10th: The Family Clause by Jonas Hassen Khemeri 

• Plan to convene for our usual ‘brunch’ at 11am 
• Host… ?!?! 

Sunday November 14th: Likeness by David McFarlane 

• ZOOM 
• Revert to 2:00pm 

Sunday December 19th:  The Centaur’s Wife by Amanda Leduc 

• ZOOM 
• Revert to 2:00pm 

Sunday January 16th:  Title TBD  
Sunday February 20th:  Title TBD 
Sunday March 20th:  Title TBD 

Book Suggestions 
What Strange Paradise by Omar El Akkad 
July 2021 

• His prior - debut - novel titled American War is still one of my all time recent 
favourites… and he does not disappoint with this one… covering similar themes but 
in a title that is nothing like his prior. 

• What Strange Paradise explores the international’s refugee crisis from the 
perspective of two children - one who washes up on shore as the only survivor of an 
overcrowded boat that capsizes travelling from Egypt to Greece , the other a long 
girl who helps him escape from the authorities chasing him after he evades them 
when he wakes up on the beach among numerous dead bodies. 

• The novel is stunning.  Compelling.  And short enough to read in one sitting, which 
I did, finding myself both unable and unwilling to put it down.   

• This is (another) one of this year’s must read titles… and it would be a fabulous 
book club book…… IMHO 
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• Further to this… a fascinating podcast on The Globe and Mail featuring Omar El 
Akkad, titled How Will the World Treat Climate Refugees? 

• Run time 22:10 

Death of a Whale: The Challenge of Anti-Whaling Activists and Indigenous Rights 
by Paul Watson 
May 2021 

• Disclosure…  I have long supported Sea Shepherd, and I also taught about these 
issues for many years. 

• A fascinating, detailed examination of one of the most important ecological/
conservation battles of our time.  This is not an easy book to read - especially if you 
are on the side of the whales, indeed all life - and it will surely raise the ire of some.  
But Paul Watson does not shy away from the difficult discussions, and remains, as 
always, committed to a world in which no creature - no matter how great or small - 
nor any human is killed simply for the sake of being who or what they are. 

• The really depressing part of this is that you could replace the person - Paul Watson 
- and the issue - whaling - with any one of a number of other people/issues - Bill 
McKibbon/climate change, Vandana Shiva/GMO’s, Tzeporah Berman/Clayoquot 
Sound, etc. - from then, and still today, and see the same systemic failure of our 
governmental organisations to actually protect our most sacred resources and the 
systematic assault on those same resources by both nation states and multi-national 
corporations. 

• Topical and timely.  This is a perfect book club title… guaranteed to spark lots of 
conversation…. IMHO 

 
A Line to Kill 
By Anthony Horowitz 
October 2021 

• 'I couldn't see the sea from my bedroom but I could hear the waves breaking in the 
distance. They reminded me that I was on a tiny island. And I was trapped.'

• There has never been a murder on Alderney.  It's a tiny island, just three miles long and a 
mile and a half wide. The perfect location for a brand-new literary festival. Private 
Investigator Daniel Hawthorne has been invited to talk about his new book. The writer, 
Anthony Horowitz, travels with him.
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• Very soon they discover that all is not as it should be. Alderney is in turmoil over a planned 
power line that will cut through it, desecrating a war cemetery and turning neighbour 
against neighbour.

• The visiting authors - including a blind medium, a French performance poet and a celebrity 
chef - seem to be harbouring any number of unpleasant secrets.  When the festival's wealthy 
sponsor is found brutally killed, Alderney goes into lockdown and Hawthorne knows that he 
doesn't have to look too far for suspects.  There's no escape. The killer is still on the island. 
And there's about to be a second death…

************************************* 

Op-Ed Contributor

The Selling of Donald J. Trump
By Lee Siegel

• Sept. 9, 2016

In their struggle to understand the Trump phenomenon, establishment pundits, political scientists 
and millions of flabbergasted American voters have settled on a long list of sober-sounding 
socioeconomic explanations: Deindustrialization. Anomie. Racial animosity. The rising up of a 
dislocated America.

Perhaps. Surely, Donald J. Trump is where he is because of a new force in American politics, one 
very different from the old politics as usual. But the difference is not just socioeconomic. It’s 
much deeper than that. Mr. Trump has survived disasters that would have sunk an establishment 
politician because he and his supporters have a fundamentally different worldview. Mr. Trump 
isn’t just the first reality-TV candidate; he is the first candidate to embrace a slice of the country 
that sees everything, even the fate of the nation, through the logic of cutthroat American 
capitalism.

The world that Mr. Trump inhabits is today’s Other America, the seamy, blustering, hustling and 
huckstering underside of our fabled brightness and optimism. For those who can afford to 
idealize politics, it may seem alien. But for many people, it is everyday life.
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The political and business worlds have always overlapped. But we used to — and the 
establishment still does — expect politicians to adhere to a minimal level of honesty and 
consistency. We judge business tycoons differently; within the confines of the law, more or less, 
we expect them to lie and cheat their way to the top, and we assess them solely on how quickly 
and efficiently they get there. The reputation of Ulysses S. Grant was tarnished by the mere 
association with the unseemly practices that earned his Gilded Age counterparts in the business 
world everlasting glory.

Perhaps it was only a matter of time before someone with the plutocrat’s professional ethics 
made that leap into presidential politics. But the rest of the country had to catch up. We lauded 
robber barons like John D. Rockefeller and Jay Gould for their business success, but no one 
suggested for a second that they were statesman material. Now, in an era when the market 
reaches deep into our private lives and even high school students are expected to be experts in 
self-marketing, the door is finally open. Enter Donald Trump.

He thrives where others flail. His rivals — including Hillary Clinton — have had to submit to 
their vocation as politicians and try to sell their character and integrity. Mr. Trump has had to sell 
only the idea of his success, which, according to the modern law of transitive properties, will 
make everyone who embraces him successful, too.

No wonder, according to reports, that Mr. Trump possesses such a fondness for McDonald’s, 
whose motto is “I’m lovin’ it.” The pitch requires no argument, no evidence, no complex 
rhetoric. You’re gonna love our burgers because the fact that billions of them have been sold 
proves the validity of the claim. You’re gonna love Mr. Trump because millions of Americans 
already do.

Seen in the light of modern commerce, Melania Trump’s lifting of lines for her convention 
speech from a speech by Michelle Obama had nothing improper about it. Success builds on 
success. There was nothing unusual about Mr. Trump’s acceptance speech in Cleveland, either. 
People were astonished that he did not tell a touching personal story, as all politicians do, and as 
Ronald Reagan did to consummate effect. Products, though, have no personal past or any kind of 
human dimension. A winning product is a result of the seller’s rigid, inflexible, even fanatical 
belief in the consistent quality of his merchandise.

The same goes for Mr. Trump’s bald lies at this week’s national security forum. He denied, 
despite hard evidence, that he ever supported the Iraq war. Pundits were dismayed. But his 
supporters love him all the more for his brazen adherence to the integrity of his “brand” over 
minor details like the truth.

Yet Mr. Trump seems to suffer from a manufacturing defect. Republican leaders seem to want to 
recall him as though he were a faulty airbag. And it’s unlikely that enough Americans will buy 
his marketing pitch for him to win in November.

Imagine, though, a different figure, someone with Mr. Trump’s callousness but without the thin 
skin, lack of self-control and fragile, oversize ego. Imagine, in other words, a demagogue who 
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embodies the dynamics of America’s pervasive commercial atmosphere, but who is smart, 
cunning, self-aware and self-disciplined — so cunning that he would, say, embrace the parents of 
Capt. Humayun Khan with the slightest trace of a wink to his or her followers, and then, once 
elected, close the door to any Muslim who wished to immigrate to America. Imagine this same 
figure prefacing an insinuation that Mrs. Clinton be assassinated with a heartfelt declaration of 
her decency and good faith.

We had better prepare for such a person. In business, Mr. Trump might be called a beta test, or a 
“proof of concept.” To that end, he has already succeeded. Trumpism — not the political 
ideology rooted in xenophobia and nationalism, but the cynical worldview that sees politics, like 
everything, as a market to be conquered — is not going anywhere.

Lee Siegel is the author of the forthcoming book “The Draw: A Memoir.”

Follow The New York Times Opinion section on Facebook and Twitter (@NYTopinion), and sign 
up for the Opinion Today newsletter. 

A version of this article appears in print on Sept. 10, 2016, Section A, Page 19 of the New York 
edition with the headline: The Selling of Donald J. Trump.
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